EasySpell.V11 - Vocabulary
Section 1
abandon, abdicate, abdomen, ability, abnormal, abolish, abortion, abscess, absence, absolute, abstract,
abundant, academic, academy, accented, accepted, accident, account, accuracy, accurate, accused,
accusing, accustom, achieve, achieved, acidity, acoustic, acquire, acrobat, activate, actively, activist,
activity, actress, actually, addicted, addition, address, adhesive, adjacent, adjusted, admitted, adopted,
adoption, adorable, adorably, advance, advanced, adverse, advisor, advocate, affected, affront, against,
agitate.
Section 2
agnostic, alarmed, alarming, alcohol, algebra, alienate, alimony, alleluia, allergic, allergy, almighty,
alphabet, already, altering, although, altruism, amateur, amazing, ambition, ammonia, amnesia, amplify,
amputate, anaconda, anaemia, analyse, analyst, anarchy, anatomy, ancestor, ancient, android, anecdote,
angrily, animate, announce, annoyed, annoying, annually, anorexia, another, antelope, antenna, anthrax,
antidote, antique, anxiety, anxious, anybody, anyplace, anything, anytime, anywhere, apology, apparent.
Section 3
appendix, appetite, applause, applied, approach, approval, approve, approved, apricot, aquarium,
aqueduct, arbiter, archaic, archer, archery, archive, argument, armband, armchair, armrest, aromatic,
arrange, arrival, arrogant, arsenic, arsonist, article, artistic, artwork, asbestos, ashamed, ashtray, asphalt,
aspirant, aspirin, assassin, assemble, assumed, assuming, assuring, asterisk, asteroid, astonish, atheist,
athlete, athletic, attached, attacker, attempt, attitude, attorney, attract, average, aversion, avocado.
Section 4
awaiting, awarded, awfully, awkward, bladder, blanket, bleached, bleeding, blessed, blessing, blinded,
blinding, blindly, blister, blizzard, blockade, blocked, blocking, blooming, blossom, bluebell, bluffing,
bracelet, bracket, bravery, bravest, breadth, breathe, brevity, brewery, bribery, briefest, brighten, brightly,
broaden, broadest, broadly, broccoli, brother, brownish, brunette, brutally, chairman, chamber, champion,
changed, changes, channel, chaotic, chapter, charity, charmed, charming, chasing, cheaper.
Section 5
cheapest, cheaply, cheated, cheating, checked, checking, cheerful, chemical, chemist, cheques, chestnut,
chicken, chiefly, childish, children, chiefly, childish, children, chilled, chimney, chlorine, choices, choking,
cholera, chopped, chronic, claimed, claiming, clamped, clarify, classic, classify, cleaner, clearly, cleverly,
clicking, climate, clipper, clumsily, cluster, cracker, cranial, craving, crayfish, craziest, crazily, creation,
creative, creator, creature, credible, creditor, cremate, cremated, criminal, cripple, critical, crucial.
Section 6
crucifix, crucify, cruelly, cruelty, crumbed, crumble, crunchy, crusade, crystal, cyanide, cyclist, cyclone,
cylinder, dramatic, drastic, draught, drawing, dreadful, dreamer, dribble, drinker, drizzle, droplet,
drought, drummer, drunken, dynamic, dynamite, dynasty, dyslexia, dyslexic, eclipse, ecology, economic,
economy, ecstasy, ecstatic, edition, educate, educated, effected, ejected, elastic, election, electric,
electron, elegance, elegant, element, elephant, elevate, eleventh, elliptic, eloquent, elusive.
Section 7

embassy, emerald, emerged, emigrant, emigrate, emitted, emotion, emperor, emphatic, employed,
employee, employer, encircle, enclose, enclosed, encoded, endanger, endless, enforce, enforced, engaged,
engineer, engrave, enjoying, enlarge, enormous, enriched, enslave, ensured, entirely, entitle, entitled,
entrance, envelope, epidemic, epilepsy, epitaph, equalise, equally, equator, equipped, erected, erosion,
erratic, eruption, escalate, espresso, essence, esteemed, estimate, eternal, eternity, ethical, evacuate,
evaluate.
Section 8
evasive, evening, eventual, everyday, everyone, evidence, evident, evolved, exactly, examine, example,
excavate, exchange, excited, exciting, exclaim, exclude, excluded, execute, exercise, exertion, exhaust,
exhibit, existing, exorcise, expanded, expected, expelled, expense, expired, explain, explicit, explode,
exploit, explore, explorer, exposing, express, extended, exterior, external, extinct, extract, extreme,
eyeball, eyebrow, eyelash, eyelids, eyesight, flamingo, flannel, flatten, flattery, flavour, flexible.
Section 9
flipper, flirting, florist, flourish, flowing, fluency, fluently, fluoride, flushed, fraction, fracture, fragile,
fragment, fragrant, frankest, frankly, frantic, freedom, freezer, freezing, frequent, friction, friendly,
frighten, frontal, fruitful, glacier, gladness, glamour, glorify, glorious, glossary, glucose, graceful, gradual,
graduate, grammar, granary, grandma, grandpa, granite, graffiti, grateful, gratify, gravity, greatest,
greedily, greenery, greeting, greyish, grimace, grizzly, grocery, grooved, grumble.
Section 10
hyacinth, hydrant, hydrogen, hygiene, hygienic, hysteria, iceberg, ideally, identify, identity, idiotic, idolise,
ignition, ignorant, ignored, illegal, illness, illusion, imagine, imbecile, imitate, imitated, immature,
immersed, immobile, immoral, immortal, immunise, implant, impolite, imported, important, imprint,
imprison, improper, improve, improved, impulse, inactive, incident, incision, include, included, increase,
incubate, indecent, indented, indicate, indirect, industry, infancy, infected, inferior, infested.
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